
Warwickshire County Council – Lead Flood Risk Authority – Comments on Stratford’s Neighbourhood Plan – June 2015

Stratford upon Avon town has been, and continues to be, at significant risk of both river and surface water flooding. The attached extracts from the relevant flood 

maps clearly demonstrate this; as do the attached photographs taken of river flooding in the centre of Stratford in 2007. Besides this recent well-known river 

flooding event Stratford also suffers from significant surface water flooding events; see attached Stratford Herald Article (which relates to Western Road – 

identified as a development area in the plan). Neither of these flooding risks identified or considered within the plan (not in relation to the developments 

themselves).

We are concerned that other than policy NE2 in relation to Biodiversity there is no mention of flooding or flood zones in the relation to location or suitability of 

development for new developments within the Stratford upon Avon town area. These matters should be addressed in the Neighbourhood Plan. 

Notwithstanding the above, WCC FRM has the following comments on the report as it stands.

Page Paragraph Commencing: Comment

69 Policy BE7 First 2 sentences. The first sentence is okay until the word ‘drainage’, the words ‘where site conditions are 

favourable’ can be removed. The second sentence is not required; there is always a way of 

providing suitable and sustainable drainage to a site, the solutions just vary (as identified in the 

explanation below BE7). 

70 1 New developments….. The words ‘ground’ and ‘storm’ should be removed.

70 2 Currently WCC are only commenting on Major Developments as applications are made. Pre-

Application advice is not currently available, although it is our intention to provide this service 

going forward. Therefore it may not be able to consult WCC prior to an application being 

submitted.

82 NE2 River Avon Biodiversity Corridor We are concerned that the only direct mention of flooding or flood zones is in relation to 

Biodiversity, and not the location or suitability of development! Please see  the relevant  

Environment Agency  River and Surface Water flooding map extracts attched below.

107 2 Final sentence Refers to ‘figure xxx’?

120 3 The words ‘through the provision of permeable parking areas’ should be removed. This is not the 

only technology that could / should be used to achieve this result; including it here may limit 

developer’s ideas / options?



EA Flooding from Rivers Map – Extract. © Crown Copyright Environment Agency 2015. All Rights Reserved.






